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came from India. From Germany came 73, Scandin
avian countries 47, Switzerland 30, France 25, 
Holland 21; from Australia 30, New Zealand 27, 
Canada and Newfoundland 45, the United States 43, 
South Mrica 37, Egypt 26, Palestine 28, China 35. 
For some years past the College reports have directed 
attention to the increase in the number of post
graduate and research students. Last year these 
advanced students numbered 616, and it is note
worthy that more than 40 per cent of them were 
from abroad, including 81 from India, 24 from 
Canada and Newfoundland, 23 from China, 22 from 
New Zealand, 18 from Australia, 18 from South 
Mrica, 10 from the United States and 10 from 
Germany. A list of more than five hundred original 
papers and other publications from the various 
departments of the College in 1937 is appended to 
the report. A coloured plan shows graphically the 
growth of the College site and buildings since 1827. 

Health of School Children 
THE annual report for 1936 of the chief medical 

officer of the Board of Education, Sir Arthur Mac
Nalty, entitled "The Health of the School Child" 
(London : H.M. Stationery Office. 2s. 2d., postage 
included) states that, during the year in question, 
the nutrition of more than 1, 700,000 children 
was assessed with the result that 14·6 per cent 
were regarded as excellent, 74·2 as normal, 10·5 
as slightly subnormal and 0·7 as bad; these 
figures are substantially the same as those in the 
report for the previous year. Free school meals pro
vided have increased from 87,000,000 in 1935-36 to 
more than 100,000,000 in 1936-37. More than half the 
children who could receive milk either free or at 
half-price still fail to take it. Medical inspection and 
eyesight, care of the teeth, physical training and 
recreation and the national health campaign are 
some of the other subjects dealt with in this report. 

Netherlands Indies 
THE Colonial Institute of Amsterdam, which main

tains a research department and an economic museum 
as well as an ethnographical department in con
junction with the Netherlands Pacific Institute, has 
published the first number of a new quarterly entitled 
Bulletin of the Colonial Institute of Amsterdam (ISs. a 
year). The aim of the new publication is to give 
authoritative articles in English on various aspects 
of the Netherlands Indies. Only a small part of each 
number will be written in Dutch. Articles of scientific 
interest in the first number treat of malaria in the 
Netherlands Indies, social organizations of the peoples 
of Borneo, Celebes and the Moluccas, and air transport 
in the Pacific. 

Asbestos 
A RECENT publication of the Mineral Resources 

Department, Imperial Institute, is a monograph on 
asbestos by Mr. G. E. Howling (second edition. 2s.). 
The volume includes a discussion of occurrence, 
mining methods, uses, marketing and world pro
duction, and ends with a full bibliography. 

Universal Esperanto Congress 
THE thirtieth Universal Esperanto Congress will 

be held in London on July 3(}-August 6, under the 
high patronage of H.R.H. the Duke of Connaught. 
The total membership of the Congress is expected to be 
about 1,500, of whom some 1,300, representing twenty
five nationalities, had been enrolled at the beginning 
of June. The official proceedings will, as usual on 
these be carried on in the international 
language alone, no interpreters being employed 
either at the general meetings or at the sectional 
gatherings of specialists. Among the social features 
of the week will be two performances in Esperanto 
of "Eliza Comes to Stay" by members of the Neilson
Terry Guild of Dramatic Art, who have been learning 
the language for the purpose. It has been decided to 
hold next year's Congress at Bern, Switzerland. 

The Night Sky in July 
THE moon is full on July 12d 15·Ih and new on 

July 27d 03·9h U.T. The only bright star to be 
occulted j;his month is J. Piscium, the reappearance 
of which be visible from Greenwich on July 18 
at 2h 22·4m, at position angle 198° from the north 
point of the moon's image. Lunar conjunctions with 
the planets occur as follows: with Jupiter on July 
I6d 7h; with Saturn on July 20d Oh; with Mercury 
on July 29d 5h; and with Venus on July 30d 9h. 
On July 26, Mercury is near Regulus, the minimum 
apparent separation (geocentric) being 0·9°; and on 
July 3Id 7h Mercury is in conjunction with Neptune, 
the separation being 0·4°. Venus is a bright evening 
star, setting 11.bout Jh 40m after the sun in mid-July. 
Jupiter and Saturn are both visible during the night, 
Jupiter, a very bright object, southing about 2J:h in 
the middle of the month and Saturn three hours later. 
The interesting phenomena (eclipses, transits, occul
tations) of the Jovian four inner satellites may be 
followed with the help of the table and diagram 
given on p. 613 of the Nautical Almanac for 1938 or 
of the table on p. 170 of Whitaker's Ahnanack. At 
22h in mid-July, Vega is nearing the southern 
meridian and precedes the Milky Way. The bright 
star Deneb (oc Cygni) on the galactic equator marks 
the apex of the bifurcation of the Milky Way, one 
branch passing southwards through Serpens and 
Scorpio ; the other through Aquila, Scutum and 
Sagittarius. Interesting objects for telescopic examina
tion abound in this region, which is also the habitat 
of the novre. The 6th magnitude double-star, 61 
Cygni, was the first star to have its distance success
fully measured one hundred years ago by Bessel, 
who made his measures with a heliometer. His 
results gave the star's distance as 640,000 time<> that 
of the earth-sun distance ; modern measures give 
680,000 times this unit. 

Announcements 
THE RIGHT HoN. NEVILLE CHAMBERLAIN has been 

elected a fellow .of the Royal Society under Statute 12, 
which provides for the election of persons who "either 
have rendered conspicuous service in the cause of 
science, or are such that their election would be of 
signal benefit to the Society". 
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PROF. J. E. LITTLEWOOD, Rouse Ball professor of 
mathematics in the University of Cambridge, has 
been awarded the De Morgan Medal for 1938 of the 
London Mathematical Society. The Medal, which 
is awarded triennially, will be presented at the next 
meeting of the Society, on November 17. 

THE following grants and scholarships from the Lady 
Tata Memorial Fund for research in blood diseases, 
with special reference to leuk::emia, have been made 
for the academic year beginning on October 1, 1938: 
grants for research expenses or for scientific assist· 
ance: Dr. Julius Engelbreth-Holm (Copenhagen), 
Dr. M. P. J. Guerin (Paris), Prof. Dr. Karl Jarmai 
(Budapest), Prof. James Mcintosh (London), Prof. 
Eugene Opie and Dr. J. Furth (New York), Dr. 
Georg Weitzmann (Leipzig), Dr. Joachim Wienbeck 
(Breslau); whole-time scholarships: Dr. Jorgen 
Bichel (Aarhus, Denmark), Dr. Edoardo Storti 
(Pavia, Italy); part-time scholarship: Dr. Werner 
Jacobson (Cambridge). 

MR. M. A. BAILEY has been appointed director of 
the National Institute of Agricultural Botany in 
succession to the late Mr. W. H. Parker, who died 
in January last. Mr. Bailey was educated at Dulwich 
College and Clare College, Cambridge, taking the 
Natural Science Tripos Part I (first-class honours) 
and the diploma of agriculture. Mter war service, 
during which he held the post of brigade major in 
the Royal Field Artillery, he was appointed botanist 
to the Egyptian Government. This was followed by 
service with the Empire Cotton Growing Corporation 
and his appointment as director of agricultural 
research to the Sudan Government, from which he 
has recently retired. 

THE annual inspection of the National Physical 
Laboratory will be held on June 28. 

THE new building for the Radcliffe Telescope at 
the University of London Observatory, Mill Hill 
Park, N.W.7, will be opened by the Astronomer 
Royal on July 1 at 4 p.m. 

ON the occasion of the twenty-fifth anniversary of 
its foundation, the Swiss Rontgen Society has 
elected the following honorary members: Dr. C. 
Thurstan Holland of Liverpool, Profs. R. Kienbock 
of Vienna, Holthusen of Hamburg, Hans Meyer of 
Bremen, Perussia of Milan, De Quervain of Bern 
and Regaud of Paris. 

PROF. WILHELM KREIS, of Dresden, has been 
awarded the Goethe Medal for Art and Science. 

A NEW Institute of Medical Chemistry has recently 
been inaugurated by the Faculty of Medicine at Keio, 
Japan. The building alone will cost 100,000 yen. 
The new institute will serve not only as a research 
centre but also as a hospital. 

DR. VICTOR E. LEVINE, professor of biological 
chemistry and nutrition at the Creighton University 
School of Medicine, has established a laboratory at 
Point Barrow equipped with all the latest apparatus 
for carrying on medical and biological research in 
the Arctic. 

THE bronze Heberden Medal is to be awarded 
annually to a registered medical practitioner for the 
best work in the British Isles on the investigation 
of rheumatic diseases. The recipient will be invited 
to deliver the Heberden Lecture, which should contain 
a review of the work carried out for the award of 
the medal. The first award will be made in January 
1939. Further information can be obtained from the 
Ron. Secretary, Dr. Kenneth Stone, 58 Chesterfield 
Gardens, ,V.I. 

THE Institute of International Education announces 
that a Woolley scholarship in Paris is offered to a 
student in psychiatry for the year beginning October 1. 
The scholarship consists of 600 dollars and a room in 
the United States House of the Cite Universitaire in 
Paris, under whose auspices the offer is made. The 
candidate must be an American citizen. Applica
tions should be made to the Institute of Inter
national Education, 2 West Forty-Fifth Street, New 
York. 

A SUM of 66,000 dollars has been made available 
by the Rockefeller Foundation for the department of 
hospitals for the support of research on chronic 
diseases at the hospital now under construction at 
Welfare Island. The subjects for study include 
rheumatoid arthritis, the role of nutrition in chronic 
diseases, the role of cholesterol metabolism in 
arterio-sclerosis, circulatory and respiratory factors in 
pulmonary emphysema, bacteriological and immuno
logical factors in acute and chronic glomerulo
nephritis, and various factors in hypertension. 

THE Central Association for Mental Welfare has 
arranged a course for persons engaged in the training 
of mental defectives in occupation centres and 
institutions or mental hospitals and for home 
teachers to be held in London on July 4--23; also a 
course for officers of local authorities and local 
associations for mental welfare engaged in the 
ascertainment and supervision of defectives during 
the same period. Further particulars may be ob
tained from the Educational Secretary, Central 
Association for Mental Welfare, 24 Buckingham 
Palace Road, S.W.l. 

CouRSES on the "Physics of Metals", arranged 
especially for teachers, will be held in the University 
of Pittsburgh on July 5-August 12. Lectures will be 
delivered by Prof. N. F. Mott, Melville Wills professor 
of theoretical physics in the University of Bristol, 
who will be in residence for six weeks; Dr. 
John Bardeen, fellow of Harvard Universit.y, 
recently appointed assistant professor of physics in 
the University of Minnesota; Dr. Francis Bitter, 
associate professor of the physics of metals in the 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology; Dr. Foster C. 
Nix, research physicist at the Bell Telephone Labora
tories ; Dr. Frederick Seitz, research physicist at the 
General Electric Laboratories in Schenectady, New 
York. Colloquia on the physical t6ols of use in 
metallurgy, and on the creep, elastic properties, 
internal friction, mechanism of hardening and 
fatigue in metals are also being held. 
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